of 500 feet (152 meters) deep. The basic system includes a Required for autonomous control of such underwater vehi-submersible, an integrated control box, a tether deployment dles is a dynamic model. Accurate dynamic models are crucial system, and a tool kit. The vehicle has three control thrusters, to the realization of ROV simulators, precision autopilots and two of which for horizontal movements, one for vertical for prediction of performance [8] [9] . movements. It is positive buoyant and hydrostatically stable However, the modeling and control of underwater vehicles i is difficult. The governing dynamics of underwater vehicles are fairly well understood, but they are difficult to handle for equipped with a system of sensors including front facing and '~~~~~~~~rear facing cameras, depth gauge and heading meter. Two practical design and control purposes [6] [2] . The Two reference frames are used to describe the vehicles states, In this paper, a dynamic model of the VideoRay Pro III mi-one being inertial frame (or earth-fixed frame), one being local cro ROV is presented, using both strip theory and experimental body-fixed frame with its origin coincident with the vehicle's techniques. In determining the model parameters, a series of center of gravity, and the 3 principle axes in the vehicle's experiments were performed in the Experimental Fluids Lab at surge, sway and heave directions. (see Fig. 2 ) the University of Waterloo. These experiments provided data For marine vehicles, the 6 degree of freedom are convenfor system identification.
tionally defined as surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw, The mathematical model of an underwater vehicle can be can be negligible. For example, with this assumption, the linear expressed, with respect to a local body-fixed reference frame, drag matrix in Equation (1) A series of experimental tests were performed to verify this LO sq/cO cq/cOJ However, the derivatives produced using this approach usually can be inaccurate and sometimes unsatisfactory. A validation An underwater vehicle's thrusters, both for propulsion and of these derivatives is always desired. directional control, are highly nonlinear actuators. For a fixed This approach has been implemented to model the Video-pitch propeller, the force (thrust) T depends on the forward Ray's added mass and damping derivatives through the strip speed u of the vehicle, the advance speed ua (ambient water theory (see Table I ). More importantly, the coefficients in speed), and the propeller rate n, (see Fig. 4 where p is the water density, D is the diameter of propeller, The problem of modeling the VideoRay Pro III is now aE1 and a2 are constants given by the propeller's property. a matter of estimating and identifying the vehicle's mass, moments of inertia, hydrodynamic derivatives and thruster Q coefficients in Equation (1) . In assuming the motions are ,, T decoupled for the VideoRay Pro III, the parameters of interest are the translational drag derivatives in surge, heave, sway u directions, and rotational drag derivatives in the yaw direction. These parameters will be determined by experiment. Ua The inertia matrix in Equation (1) consists of vehicle's mass and the moments of inertia about its three principle axes. In Fig. 4 . Schematic drawing of a propeller order to estimate the moments of inertia, an oscillation experiment with a small swing angle about vehicle's principle axis A comprehensive study on thrusters and their influence on was performed. By measuring vehicle's oscillating frequency, underwater vehicle maneuverability has been produced [10] .
the moments of inertia IX, Iyy and Uz, can be determined. By considering the energy balance of a control volume about (see Table I for the results).
a thruster, simplified nonlinear equations for thrust T can be Typically, determination of the hydrodynamic derivatives of derived as: a vehicle is performed experimentally in towing tank tests or in flumes with controlled flowing water. A series of tests n = 3Tmotor-am m (5) were performed using a flume at the Experimental Fluids Lab T = Ctnln (6) in the University of Waterloo. The vehicle is mounted on a horizontal-bending mechanism and submerged in the water. where Tmotor iS the input torque supplied by the thruster's The water flow rate is controlled manually by adjusting the motor, , a and Ct are thruster constants. valve positions. The hydrodynamic forces acting on the vehicle is transferred to the horizontal-bending mechanism so that the 7 horizontal force and the bending force can be measured by two 6 * e daa load cells respectively. Data is sampled by a data acquisition fitcurve system and logged by a personal computer. The test setup is depicted in Fig. 3 . The VideoRay Pro III has 3 thrusters: port, starboard and vertical thruster. Each one has its own driver which controls the rotational speed. Since the propeller diameter and mass A. Thruster Parameters and their driving motors are small, the dynamics of the In Equation (1), the thruster input vector T consists of the thruster control system in Equation (5) is much faster than thruster forces and moments acting on the vehicle. This is a the dynamics of the vehicle. For this reason, these dynamics function of the thrusters' forces and their current configuration. are neglected.
The CT parameter from Equation (6) The hydrodynamic forces in heave and sway directions were C. Experimental Set-up and Identification for the Yaw Movealso tested and recorded while the vehicle is moving in surge ment direction. Fig. 9 From Equation (13), it is implied that r(tk-1) = (tkl).
The following estimate for the state variable r at time tk is obtained as: The state variable r in Equation (8) effects will be studied and included in the model. 
